Open Labs & Office Hours

Image Science

David Brady  | djbrady@arizona.edu
Office Hours:  Meinel 429
Time: 3:00 PM - 4:00 PM

Open Labs:
Array Cameras  Meinel 106G
Time: 2:00 PM - 4:00 PM
Lab Leader(s): Minghao Hu

Lars Furenlid  | furenlid@email.arizona.edu
Office Hours:  Meinel 433
Time: 1:00 PM - 2:30 PM

Open Labs:
Bioscience Research Laboratory/Imaging
Meet at Meinel 433 to walk over to BSRL at 2:30 PM
Time: 2:30 PM - 3:15 PM
Lab Leader(s): Lars Furenlid

DK Kang  | dkkang@email.arizona.edu
Office Hours:  Meinel 621
Time: 10:00 AM - 12:00 PM

Open Labs:
Translational Optical Imaging Lab  Meinel 664
Time: 1:00PM - 2:00 PM
Lab Leader(s): DK Kang

Meredith Kupinski  | meredith@optics.arizona.edu
Open Labs:
Polarization Lab  Meinel 767/765
Time: 9:00 AM - 12:00 PM; 1:00 PM - 4:00 PM
Lab Leader(s): Jaclyn John

Leilei Peng  | lpeng@optics.arizona.edu
Office Hours:  Meinel 614
Time: 1:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Open Labs:
Peng Lab
Time: 1:00 PM - 4:00 PM
Lab Leader(s): Dongli Xu

Optical Engineering

Brandon Chalifoux | bchal@arizona.edu
Open Labs:
Chalifoux Lab
Time: 1:00 PM - 4:00 PM
Lab Leader(s): Hayden Wisniewski

Heejoo Choi | hchoi@optics.arizona.edu
Office Hours:
Time: 1:00 PM - 3:00 PM
Open Labs:
LOFT
Time: 1:00 PM - 3:00 PM
Lab Leader(s): Daewook Kim and Heejoo Choi

Ronald Driggers | rdriggers@arizona.edu
Office Hours:
Time: 1:00 PM - 3:00 PM
Open Labs:
IR Systems Lab
Time: 9:00 AM - 11:00 AM
Lab Leader(s): Charles Revello

Hong Hua | hhua@optics.arizona.edu
Office Hours:
Time: 1:30 PM - 3:00 PM
Open Labs:
3D Visualization and Imaging Systems Lab
Time: 11:00 AM - 12:00 PM
Lab Leader(s): Sihan Wu
3D Visualization and Imaging Systems Lab
Time: 2:00 PM - 3:00 PM
Lab Leader(s): Jeremy Katz
John Koshel | jkoshel@optics.arizona.edu
Office Hours: Meinel 403a
Time: All Day

Jose Sasian | jose@optics.arizona.edu
Office Hours: Meinel 735
Time: 1:45 PM - 2:45 PM

Travis Sawyer | tsawyer9226@email.arizona.edu
Office Hours: BSRL 324
Time: By appointment only

Jim Schwiegerling | jschwieg@u.arizona.edu
Office Hours: Meinel 725
Time: 1:00 AM - 2:00 PM

Yuzuru Takashima | ytakashima@optics.arizona.edu
Office Hours: Meinel 627
Time: 10:00 AM - 12:00 PM

Open Labs:
Takashima Lab - MEMS Lidar and AR Display Meinel 663
Time: 10:00 AM - 12:00 PM; 1:00 PM - 3:00 PM
Lab Leader(s): Ted Lee, Xianyue Deng, Parker Lieu, Chin-I Tang, Jeff Cheng, Zhipeng Dong

Optical Physics

Brian Anderson | bpa@optics.arizona.edu
Office Hours: Meinel 622
Time: All Day

Rolf Binder | binder@optics.arizona.edu
Office Hours: Meinel 632
Time: 2:00 PM - 3:00 PM

Poul Jessen | jessen@optics.arizona.edu
Open Labs:
QuiC A/B Meinel 568/570
Time: 1:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Lab Leader(s): TBD

Jason Jones | rjjones@optics.arizona.edu
Office Hours: Meinel 625
Time: 10:00 AM - 11:00 AM
Open Labs:
XUV Fs Comb & Plasma Spectroscopy  
Meinel 578
Time: 11:00 AM - 12:00 PM  
Lab Leader(s): Kane Zhang

Dual-comb Spectroscopy of Plasma  
Meinel 656
Time: 11:00 AM - 12:00 PM  
Lab Leader(s): Ryan Rhoades

Miro Kolesik | kolesik@acms.arizona.edu
Office Hours:  
Meinel 538
Time: 9:00 AM - 12:00 PM

Pavel Polynkin | ppolynkin@optics.arizona.edu
Office Hours:  
Meinel 606
Time: 1:00 PM - 4:00 PM

Open Labs:
Ultraintense Laser-Plasma Interactions  
Meinel 668
Time: 10:30 AM - 12:00 PM; 1:00 PM - 4:00 PM  
Lab Leader(s): Jacob Barker

Dalziel Wilson | dalziel.wilson@gmail.com
Open Labs:
Quantum Optomechanics Lab  
Meinel 676
Time: 10:00 AM - 12:00 PM  
Lab Leader(s): Mitul Dey Chowdhury, Aman Agrawal, and Charles Condos

Phononics

Pierre Blanche | pablanche@optics.arizona.edu
Office Hours:  
Meinel 521
Time: 1:00 PM - 5:00 PM

Open Labs:
Holography  
Meinel 223
Time: 1:00 PM - 4:00 PM  
Lab Leader(s): Spencer Ketchum

Linran Fan |lfan@optics.arizona.edu
Office Hours:  
Meinel 527
Time: 9:00 AM - 10:00 AM; 11:00 AM - 12:00 PM; 1:00 PM - 2:00 PM; 3:00 PM - 4:00 PM

Open Labs:
Quantum Integrated Photonics  
Meinel 506A
Time: 11:00 AM - 12:00 PM  
Lab Leader(s): Ian Briggs
Khanh Kieu | kkieu@optics.arizona.edu
Office Hours: 11:00 AM - 1:00 PM
Meinel 626
Open Labs:
Multiphoton Microscopy
Time: 10:00 AM - 12:00 PM
Lab Leader(s): Josh Magnus
Meinel 662

Lloyd LaComb | llacomb@optics.arizona.edu
Office Hours: 2:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Meinel 516

Euan McLeod | euanmc@optics.arizona.edu
Office Hours: 2:00 PM - 4:00 PM
Meinel 623
Open Labs:
Soft Nanophotonic Systems
Time: 2:00 PM - 4:00 PM
Lab Leader(s): Jeffrey Melzer & Maryam Baker
Meinel 667

Robert Norwood | rnorwood@optics.arizona.edu
Office Hours: 1:00 PM - 2:30 PM
Meinel 533
Open Labs:
Photonic Integrated Circuit Testing
Time: 9:00 AM - 12:00 PM
Lab Leader(s): Shelbi Jenkins
Meinel 506

Stanley Pau | spau@optics.arizona.edu
Office Hours: By appointment only
Meinel 427